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Coupling of quantum degrees of freedom in strongly interacting disordered electron systems
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We derive the exact expression for the averaged free energy of a general class of Hubbard-type models
with local, quenched disorder in the limit of high dimensions. A clear mean-field interpretation of its
structure is given. Analytic results are obtained for a simplified Hubbard model with disorder. The
two-particle correlation functions are shown to display a novel coupling of quantum degrees of freedom
whenever genuine electron-electron correlation effects are present.

Many essential properties of doped semiconductors
near the metal-insulator transition, of high-T, supercon-
ducting materials close to T„and of other systems, are
determined by the simultaneous presence of strong
electron-electron interactions and disorder. However, a
detailed microscopic explanation of the interplay between
these correlation effects and its inhuence on the thermo-
dynamic and transport properties of itinerant electron
systems still does not exist. During the last ten years,
various aspects of this problem have been investigated by
different methods. ' In particular, the application of
renormalization-group techniques to a field-theoretical
model (nonlinear o model ), has led to promising pro-
gress. ' The appearance of local magnetic moments that
lead to serious complications in this approach has been
examined within an effective-field theory. Moreover, the
competition between strong interactions and disorder has
been studied by means of the Hubbard model with local
disorder: while Ma applied a real-space renormalization
group, Zimanyi and Abrahams recently used a slave-
boson formulation of the t-J model to calculate the phase
diagram.

The above results provide insight into important par-
tial aspects of the problem of disordered, interacting elec-
trons. To obtain a global picture of the properties of
such systems, it would be desirable to know a solution of
a simple, microscopic model which is valid for all input
parameters (interaction, disorder, temperature, band
filling). Since exact solutions cannot be obtained in
d =2, 3 one would, at least, like to construct a thermo-
dynamically consistent mean-field theory. Such a (non-
perturbative) approximation is provided by the exact
solution of a model in d = ~. In this limit, any nonlocal
interaction reduces exactly to the Hartree contribution
and only the on-site interaction remains dynamical;
indeed, the theory then reduces to an effective single-site
problem. ' ' For noninteracting, disordered electrons,
the results of the coherent potential approximation
(CPA) become exact. '

In this paper we first construct the exact averaged free
energy of a general class of Hubbard-type models with lo-
cal disorder in d = ao. We then deduce various correla-
tion functions that allow us to gain new insight into the
properties of interacting, disordered electron systems.
We start from the Hamiltonian

H= —g g t c, c, + ,' g —gV,, &, R, +'g u, n';

which now depends on energy and temperature. This en-
ables one to introduce a homogeneous effective potential
X (z), which exactly replaces the effect of the random po-
tential. We can therefore formally write down the corre-
sponding self-consistent CPA equation for X (z)

G (z)—= I dEN (E)[z+p X(z) E]— —(2a)

=([G '(z)+X (z) —8'; (z)] '),„. (2b)

Here, G (z) is the local part of the averaged Green func-
tion and N (E) is the density of states of noninteracting

where the interaction is expressed in terms of a general
off-diagonal term V;, and a local potential-energy
operator v,. =

—,
' U&; +e; —p consisting of the on-site

interaction U, a local random energy e, , and the chemical
potential p:—p+ah, where h is the magnetic field. We
wish to calculate the averaged free energy

0,„=—P ' ( In Tr exp( PP ) ),„,—

where ( . . ),„

is the configurational average over the
random energies e, . For this we first have to calculate
the partition function for one impurity configuration in
d = ~ and then have to average over the disorder. The
first step is equivalent to the evaluation of the self-energy
X,l(z) with a complex energy z of an inhomogeneous, in-

teracting quantum system. In the limit d ~ ~ the nonlo-
cal terms in (l) have to be scaled as t ~t*/&2d, and
V ~V' /2d for nearest-neighbor interaction, where
t* and V* are kept constant. ' Due to this scaling the
self-energies reduce to purely local quantities, i.e.,
X,J(z)=X;;(z)5, . However, even this restricted problein
cannot be solved exactly, since it would require the calcu-
lation of macroscopically many quantities X,, (z). Due to
the local character of X, the original problem of interact-
ing disordered electrons may equally be viewed as a sys-
tern of noninteracting particles moving in an effective lo-
cal, random potential

8; (z) —= e, +X;; (z),
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=G '(z)+X (z) —e;,
whose average leads back to (2). Next we calculate the
free energy for one configuration, 0"".This can be done
in complete analogy to the homogeneous case' and
yields

PQ"" = —trln[(C } ' —)IV —P']++ lnG;, '„
—glnZ{9, , 'j . (4)

Here, G, k, and f'are matrices in lattice indices, where

o electrons. However, since W,. (z) is not explicitly
known, (2) cannot be solved. Indeed, the solution of the
effective-disorder problem requires the knowledge of the
local element of the configuration de-pendent Green func-
tion G,, (z). Making use of the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation for G;; and introducing the coherent potential
X (z) we have to determine only the effect of the devia-
tions of the random potential IV, (z) from the coherent
potential X (z) on the local Green function. ' Using the
ergodicity property L ' g; G;; (z) =G (z), where L is
the number of lattice sites, and the fact that in d ~ 00 the
off-diagonal terms vanish at least as I /&d, one obtains

0,, '(z)=—G, , '(z)+&,, (z)

(G ),. =G, .
„

is the free propagator, (0 ), =IV,
and

(V), . =L '5; g V' (8'I ) .
l, o'

The index n denotes the Matsubara frequency
co„=(2n+1)nP ' and ( . ) the thermal-expectation
value; tr is the trace as well as sum over o. and n. The
last term on the right-hand side (rhs) of (4) is the free en-

ergy of an effective single-site problem' ' with partition
function

Z{g,, 'j= f2@2)%'expA~{9,, 'j

and the effective action

A, {0,, 'j= ge.'„Q...'„e.
„

f dr%'*(r)+ (r) Il~(r)p~(r),
2 ~ i 0

where 4' and 4 are Grassmann variables. Using (3) we
can now average (4) to obtain Q,„.Due to (3) A+ de-
pends on averaged quantities and e; only. The average of
the first term in (4) is exactly given by the CPA expres-
sion'

—(trln[(C )
' —IV —f ]),„=—trln[(C )

' —(X+ V)1]—g (ln[1+G „(X„—W, „)]),„. (6)

Here, V= V =g ~ V' nis the H, artree potential and
n =L 'g, (it; ) is the density of o. electrons. (Note
that due to ergodicity, n is configuration independent. )

Furthermore, using (6) and inserting (3) into the second
term on the rhs of (4), the dependence of Q,„onIV,

„

is
found to vanish:

Q,„/L= —P 'g fdEN (E)ln[ito„+p —X „—V
E]——,'gV n—

+P 'glnG „'—P '(1nZ{Q ' —ej),„,
(7)

where 9 '=G '+X . Expression (7) is the exact free
energy of the extended Hubbard model with local disor-
der {1) in d = co. The function X „and the parameters
n are determined by 5Q,„/6X„=0and BQ,„/Bn =0,
respectively.

Each term of Q,
„

in {7)has a clear mean-field interpre-
tation, which allows us to outline a simple construction
of Q,„ona mean-field level. We first introduce a homo-
geneous, ' effective energy-dependent potential X (z),
which is defined in such a way that in the thermodynamic

limit the system of disordered, interacting electrons is
equivalently described by a system of noninteracting elec-
trons in the potential X; this is schematically shown in
Fig. 1(a). The free energy Q,„{Xjis now constructed as
follows [Fig. 1(b)]: (i) we start with the free energy of
noninteracting electrons in the potential X [first two
terms in (7)]; (ii) then we remove the potential X from site
i, i.e., subtract its energy contribution [third term in (7));
and (iii) we replace it with the potential operator u;, and
finally average over e, [last term in (7)].' To determine
the potential X we demand that the free energy obtained
by this construction be stationary under varying X, i.e.,
BQ„/OX=0, which is a self-consistent equation for X
[see Fig. 1(c}].

The self-consistency problem of determining X is com-
plicated by the competition between the local Hubbard
interaction and the kinetic energy of both spins, which
causes a nontrivial coupling of the quantum degrees of
freedom (Matsubara frequencies) in any dimension. To
obtain more explicit insight into the effects caused by the
mutual inAuence of interaction and disorder, we apply
the general results to an analytically solvable case, name-
ly, the simplified Hubbard model (SHM), where V* =0
and 4 spins are static, i.e., t~ =0, in (1}.' In the absence
of disorder, this model can be solved exactly in
d =ao. ' ' ' The simplification of the kinetic energy
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V;~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

lar, we will now show that two-particle correlation func-
tions, e.g. , for the J, -spin density X(=L ' g, X, &, where

y, &

=dn;
&
/d p& and the staggered density

Vi

are no longer given by algebraic, but by integral, equa-
tions. We first calculate y&. From the definition of n, &

and the self-energy
X ( „

in (2), we get

(b)

Vi

implies that J, electrons on site i decouple from the medi-
um (9&„'=ice„+pt)and hence can be integrated out.
Then (7}reduces to

0,„/L= —P ' g f dE Xt(E)ln(i~„+pt—Xt„E)—

where

—P '(in[1+exp [P(p) e; —8;t)] ])—,„,
6, t= —P ' +In[A„(e;)/A„(e,+ U)],

FIG. 1. (a) Definition of the homogeneous coherent potential
X; (b) mean-field construction of the averaged free energy 0,

„

(see text); (c) determination of the potential X from the sta-
tionarity of the process in (b).

whereX;t=gn;&(1 —n;&). Here,

X,„=Gt„A„(e;)A„(e,+ U)

is a renormalized local propagator, and %'„=g„/
(1—g„I „),with g„=1 —6t„/( 6,„),

I „=((1 n; ()—A„(e;)+n, ~A„(E;+U) )„,
and

( Gt„):—f dE Nt(E)[ia)„+pt—Xt„E]—
is the dimensionless two-particle correlation function.
Note that X'&"s is also given by (9), where now

(6t„)—=Gt„/(ice„+pt—Xt„).
Obviously, (9) is not a closed equation for the averaged
function (X;& ),„,since on the rhs a new quantity

(X;„x;(),„appears which cannot be directly obtained
from 0,„.Hence, we must go back to the conjigurarion
dependent free energy (4) to determine X;„X;&.Having
averaged the corresponding equation, we obtain a linear
integral equation

with

A„(x)=[1+6(„(X(„—x)]

n'

(10)

is the energy shift of the $-spin energy due to interaction
with 1 spins. Stationarity of (8) with respect to Xt„
yields a CPA-type equation for Xt„,namely, (2b) with

8'; „=e;+Un;~A„[e;+U(1 n;t)]/A„(e;), —

which depends on U, P and p; here,

n;( =f(e;+8;t —pg),
with f as the Fermi function. We thus see that on the
level of one-particle Green functions the quantum de-
grees of freedom are still decoupled as in the limiting
cases e;~0, or U~O: the equations for X&„have the
algebraic CPA structure, i.e., they are diagonal in fre-
quency. In these two limits even higher-order correlation
functions are diagonal. However, this no longer holds for
two (or more} -particle Green functions when disorder
and interactions are present simultaneously. In particu-

which now fully determines the quantity (X;„X;~),„.
Hence, contrary to the case of the one-particle Green
function, the quantum degrees of freedom are seen to be
coupled on the level of two-particle correlation functions.
This can be expected to lead to new phases and phase
transitions that have no counterparts in noninteracting,
disordered, or pure, interacting systems. Note that this
effect requires the self-energy for the nonrandom model
to be frequency dependent and hence is lost in any
Hartree-Fock treatment.

The explicit form of the integral equation (10) depends
on the distribution of random energies. For a binary al-

loy, where only two energy levels exist [e.g., e; =0,6 with

probabilities (1—x) and x, respectively], (10) reduces to a
2 X2 matrix equation. Except for half filling the equation
for the critical temperature, g& '=0, allows for two solu-

tions, i.e., one has a reentrant behauior at low tempera-
tures. At half filling on a bipartite lattice one always has
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an ordered phase with checkerboard structure with

T, ~ (1 x—) T, , where T, is the critical temperature of the
pure model.

Finally, we address the structure of the ordered phase
in the presence of disorder. The free energy of the SHM
in the checkerboard (A-B) phase II,", can be obtained
from (8) as in the pure case, ' by introducing X&,a= A, B.
There is, however, an important difference between pure
and random cases. Denoting the averaged density of l
electrons on a sublattice by n t =(n;t ),„,a single ord-er

parameter hn
&

=n
~

—n
&

is sufficient to describe the or-
dered phase in the pure case. This is no longer true in the
presence of disorder. In particular, the last term on the
rhs of (8) then takes the form

1 ((1 n—
T )ln(1 —n;1 )+n, t Inn,

&2P „s
+(e; —pl+8;t)n, t ),„.

It is clear that, due to the presence of arbitrary powers of
n, &, 0,"„is not only a function of the single parameter
b,n t but depends on an infinite number of averaged quan-
tities ((n;t ) ),„with k =1,2, . . . . This is reminiscent
of the configuration-dependent mean-field free energy of
Thouless, Anderson, and Palmer in the classical spin-
glass problem. ' Due to this fact, we expect that the
low-temperature phases of disordered, interacting lattice
electron systems have a much more complex structure

than pure systems.
In summary, we derived the exact averaged free energy

for an extended Hubbard model with local disorder in
d = ~. We thereby obtained a thermodynamically con-
sistent, nonperturbative description of this general class
of models on a mean-field level. The free-energy expres-
sion (7) offers a clear interpretation in terms of a single
site embedded in a homogeneous effective medium.
Whenever an exact or approximate solution of the non-
random model in d = ac is given, the additional effect of
disorder is obtained exactly from (7). In the case of the
simplified Hubbard model, we obtained analytic expres-
sions for the averaged free energy, as well as for one- and
two-particle correlation functions. The simultaneous
presence of interactions and disorder leads to a new cou-
pling of the quantum degrees of freedom in two-particle
quantities that has no counterpart in noninteracting,
disordered, or interacting, pure systems. The exact solu-
tion in d = ao, in conjunction with a 1/d expansion, pro-
vides a suitable starting point for a systematic investiga-
tion not only of the thermodynamic properties, but —in
view of the striking analogy to the solution for the classi-
cal spin-glass model in d = ~ —even of such effects as er-
godicity breaking and Anderson localization.
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